During cell division, chromosomes are distributed to daughter cells by the mitotic spindle. This system requires spatial cues to reproducibly self-organize. We report that such cues are provided by chromosome-mediated interaction gradients between the small guanosine triphosphatase (GTPase) Ran and importin-b. This produces activity gradients that determine the spatial distribution of microtubule nucleation and stabilization around chromosomes and that are essential for the self-organization of microtubules into a bipolar spindle.
During cell division, chromosomes are distributed to daughter cells by the mitotic spindle. This system requires spatial cues to reproducibly self-organize. We report that such cues are provided by chromosome-mediated interaction gradients between the small guanosine triphosphatase (GTPase) Ran and importin-b. This produces activity gradients that determine the spatial distribution of microtubule nucleation and stabilization around chromosomes and that are essential for the self-organization of microtubules into a bipolar spindle.
Two models have been proposed to explain how microtubules (MTs) become organized into a bipolar spindle. In the Bsearch-andcapture[ model, the dynamic plus ends of MTs nucleated at centrosomes are randomly captured and stabilized at the kinetochores on the chromosomes (1) . However, in numerous systems, spindle assembly occurs in the absence of extrachromosomal nucleating centers (2) (3) (4) (5) . Therefore, another model has been proposed in which chromatin changes the state of the mitotic cytoplasm in its surrounding area and promotes spindle assembly through a self-organization process (6, 7) . Experiments have confirmed part of this model. It has been shown that chromatin beads incubated in frog egg extracts promote MT nucleation in their vicinity (8) and stabilize MTs at great distances (9), which results in the self-organization of a bipolar spindle. Central to this model is the small guanosine triphosphatase (GTPase) Ran, which exists in a guanosine triphosphate (GTP)-bound active form (RanGTP) close to chromosomes and in a guanosine diphosphate (GDP)-bound inactive form (RanGDP) in the cytoplasm. These two states occur because of the high activity of Ran-GTPase-activating protein (RanGAP), which is cytoplasmic, and a Ranguanosine nucleotide exchange factor (RanGEF or RCC1) that is localized on chromosomes (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) . A short-range RanGTP gradient has indeed been visualized around chromosomes in metaphase Xenopus egg extracts and cells (14, 15) . However, such a short-range RanGTP gradient cannot explain the observation of longrange effects of chromatin on asymmetric growth of MTs (9, 16) . Moreover, free RanGTP does not affect MT nucleation and dynamics directly but rather through the release of MT regulatory NLS-proteins from karyopherins (13, 14) . It is thus the resulting spatial distribution of free nuclear localization signal-containing (NLS) proteins that determines where MT nucleation and plus end stabilization occur and that coordinates the spatial organization of MTs into a bipolar spindle.
To examine the formation of RanGTPdependent downstream effector gradients around metaphase chromosomes, we first modeled the Ran system as a reaction-diffusion process in a spherical space (Fig. 1A) . Because of the sequestration of RCC1 on chromosomes and the predominantly homogeneous distribution of RanGAP in the cytoplasm, two different regions harbor different sets of reactions. The central area corresponds to the space occupied by the chromatin that contains RCC1. It is surrounded by the cytoplasm, containing RanGAP and its associated protein RanBP1, as well as the karyopherin importin-b. Ran diffuses in the whole space and forms complexes with RCC1, RanBP1, and importin-b (Fig. 1A) (17) . The system evolves rapidly and independently of the initial conditions toward a steady state, to generate a steep gradient of free RanGTP around chromosomes (Fig. 1B) , which matches the RanGTP gradient measured in Xenopus egg extracts (15) . However, this system also generates RanGTP-dependent long-range gradients that are more physiologically relevant: the RanGTP-importin-b and RanGTP-importinb-RanBP1 gradients (Fig. 1B) . These are the gradients that actually determine both short-and long-range chromatin effects by spatially controlling the release of NLS-proteins that affect MT nucleation and dynamics. Indeed, free NLS-proteins exist only where importin-b is in a complex with RanGTP ( Fig. 1C) (17) . Such long-range gradients exist because the stable RanGTP-importinb complex prevents RanGAP-induced GTP hydrolysis and thus diffuses away from chromatin (18) , until dissociation is induced by RanBP1 and importin a binding (19, 20) . The RanGTP-importin-b-RanBP1 gradient extends further and builds on the RanGTPimportin-b gradient just as the latter does on the local production of RanGTP around chromosomes.
We investigated directly the span of the RanGTP-importin-b interaction using fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) (21) . To measure the interaction between RanGTP and importin-b, fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) between Alexa 488-tagged Ran and Cy3-labeled importin-b was imaged by the decrease in fluorescence lifetime of the Alexa 488 donor (22) . Extended gradients of RanGTP-importin-b interaction were observed around assembling spindles in metaphase Xenopus egg extracts ( Fig. 1, D and E) . The range of a computed spatial lifetime distribution evaluated from the reaction-diffusion theory corresponded well to those reproducibly measured by experiments (Fig. 1, E and F) (17) . The amplitude variation of their depth (Fig. 1E) is due to the formation of complexes between fluorescent RanGTP and dark endogenous importin-b or other proteins in different experiments, which decreases the dynamic range of the FRET signal.
Because MT nucleation and plus end stabilization occur at different distances from chromosomes (8, 9) , such processes could be differentially regulated by the long-range gradient. We therefore quantified MT nucleation and plus end stabilization as a function of global RanGTP concentrations in metaphase Xenopus egg extracts and correlated these results with the span of the RanGTP-importin-b complex concentration gradient around chromosomes. RCC1 and a nonhydrolyzable mutant form of RanGTP (in which Gln 69 is replaced by Leu), RanQ69L-GTP, induce MT nucleation and formation of spontaneous asters in metaphase egg extracts (12) . We used this assay to quantify MT nucleation in the presence of increasing concentrations of either RCC1 or RanQ69L-GTP (Fig. 2, A and D ) (22) . Half-maximum nucleation efficiency was reached at 4 mM RanQ69L-GTP or 9 mM RCC1 (Fig. 2, C and F) . MT nucleation responded in an ultrasensitive manner to the concentration of RanQ69L-GTP and RCC1. To examine the effect of RanGTP concentrations on MT plus end stabilization exclusively, we eliminated the RanGTP-dependent nucleation of MTs by inactivating TPX2 (23) and produced asters by adding purified centrosomes that do not require TPX2 to nucleate MTs (Fig. 2, B and E) . MT plus end stabilization increased linearly with RanQ69L-GTP or RCC1 concentration up to saturation, reaching half-maximum stabilization efficiency at 1.5 mM RanQ69L-GTP and 4 mM RCC1 (Fig. 2, C and F) .
Thus, MT nucleation and plus end stabilization occur at significantly different concentrations of RanGTP, which suggests different spatial regulations of these processes around chromosomes. Using the gradient profiles measured by FLIM around sperm nuclei (Fig. 1E) , we could then evaluate the distances at which the gradient of RanGTP-importin-b could affect MT nucleation and plus end stabilization around chromatin (Fig. 3) (22) . Nucleation should occur in a small region of about 5 T 5 mm, whereas centrosomal MT plus end stabilization could occur as far as 35 T 10 mm from chromatin. MT nucleation is restricted to a defined area around chromosomes because of its ultrasensitive response to RanGTP concentration (Fig. 3, C and D) , whereas MT plus end stabilization extends over long distances because of its linear response to RanGTP concentration (Fig. 3, A and C) .
We next examined whether the formation of a proper bipolar spindle around chromosomes requires the RanGTP-importin-b spatial information gradient. We first added sperm nuclei that contain centrosomes to extracts in which chromosomal MT nucleation had been inhibited by inactivating TPX2 (22) . This resulted in the formation of aberrant bipolar spindles (24, 25) (Fig. 4A) . However, in both control and TPX2-inactivated extracts, 90% of sperm nuclei were connected to centrosomal asters. This shows that chromosomal MT nucleation is not necessary for asymmetric growth of astral MTs and chromosomal capture, but is required for the formation of functional spindles (Fig. 4, B and  D) . We could now investigate whether a longrange gradient of RanGTP-importin-b was required for the asymmetric growth of MTs toward chromosomes. By varying the concentration of RanGAP and RanBP1 in the extract, we could modulate the reach of the gradient (Fig. 4E) (17) and observe the effect on the directional growth of MTs. Decreasing the reach of the gradient by increasing RanGAP and RanBP1 concentrations led to a loss of astral MT asymmetry (Fig. 4A ) that was correlated with a strong decrease in the percentage of chromosomes connected to asters (Fig. 4D) . Because capture is lost under such conditions, this indicates that a long-range stabilization gradient facilitates biased MT growth and thereby MT capture by chromosomes. A recent theoretical study actually suggests that an unbiased search-and-capture process is unlikely to allow MT capture by chromosomes in a biologically relevant time scale (26) . However, theory predicts that, in this system, increasing RanGAP and RanBP1 also decreases the amplitude of the RanGTPimportin-b gradient (Fig. 4E) (17) . This could affect chromosomal capture of MT plus ends simply by lowering the concentration of free NLS-proteins. Therefore, we investigated whether increasing the concentration of free NLS- proteins globally in the cytoplasm is sufficient to form a spindle. This was done by increasing RCC1 concentration in the extract, which flattened the gradient (Fig. 4E) (17) .
This resulted in a disorientation of MT growth relative to chromosomes, a loss of bipolar spindle assembly, the formation of random MT structures (Fig. 4C) (17) , and a strong decrease in MT-chromosome connections (Fig.  4D) (12) . These experiments show that concentration gradients of active MT regulators must operate within well-defined dimensions to achieve proper spatial coordination of spindle assembly (Fig. 3, C and D) .
This study shows that chromosomes create a local perturbation in the homogeneous mitotic cytoplasm that generates a radial symmetry. Further breakdown of this radial symmetry by the self-organization of microtubules and their motors (27) results in the establishment of a bilateral symmetry centered on chromosomes. Thus, the Ran system does more than simply signal where the chromosomes are; by interfering with the symmetry properties of the mitotic cytoplasm, it functions as a control element that spatially coordinates the self-organization of the MT-chromosome system.
